Abstract-The major limitation in current facial recognition systems is that they do not perform very well in uncontrolled environments, that is, when faces present variations in pose, illumination, facial expressions and environment. This is a serious obstacle in applications such as law enforcement and surveillance systems. To address this limitation, in this paper we introduce an improved approach to ensure robust face recognition, that relies on two innovative ideas. First, we apply a new multiscale directional framework, called Shearlet Network (SN), to extract facial features. The advantage of this approach comes from the highly sparse representation properties of the shearlet framework that is especially designed to robustly extract the fundamental geometric content of an image. Second, we apply a refinement of the Multi-Task Sparse Learning (MTSL) framework to exploit the relationships among multiple shared tasks generated by changing the regularization parameter during the recognition stage. We provide extensive numerical tests to show that our Sparse Multi-Regularized Shearlet Network (SMRSN) algorithm performs very competitively when compared against different state-of-the-art methods on different experimental protocols, including face recognition in uncontrolled conditions and single-sample-per-person.
INTRODUCTION
Face recognition (FR) is one of the main areas of investigation in biometrics and computer vision. It has a wide range of applications, including access control, information security, law enforcement and surveillance systems.
Despite the intense research activity in this area, however, many fundamental challenges remain and -at their current level of development, current facial recognition systems show promise but are not yet advanced enough to be considered mature technologies‖, according to a statement recently found on the face recognition page of the RAND Corporation (http://www.rand.org/natsec_area/products/facialrecog.html). In fact, current FR algorithms perform rather well under controlled conditions (i.e., with each subject looking directly into the camera, with good illumination, and filling the area of the photo completely) but the recognition rates suffer dramatically in the presence of variations in pose, illumination and facial expression. This is in contrast with the remarkable human ability for recognizing faces: an infant innately responds to face shapes at birth and can discriminate his/her mother's face from a stranger's within about 2 days. Thus, there is a need to develop more advanced face recognition methodologies that are capable of providing accurate recognition under realistic conditions. This is crucially important for all applications mentioned above.
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The main objective of the ongoing research in FR is to improve the robustness of the algorithms with respect to the various factors indicated above and many of the methods proposed during the last decade have been trying to take advantage of the latest advances in statistical learning. In particular, an important class of recent FR methods focuses on the notion of sparsity to extract the salient facial features in such a way to obtain robust classification with respect to a wide range of changes in pose, illumination, etc. In nutshell, the philosophy underlying sparsity is that the essential information embedded in most multidimensional phenomena is intrinsically low dimensional, that is, there exists a sparse representation for such phenomena (Donoho et al. 1998 ). The human ability to recognize faces can be interpreted as a manifestation of our ability to sparsely represent perceptual data or, in other words, to efficiently reduce the dimensionality of the data.
One of the main novelties of the method proposed in this paper is the use of the shearlet representation to extract the essential geometric content of facial features. This approach, pioneered by one of the authors, is a powerful extension of the classical wavelet framework that combines multiscale analysis with directional sensitivity.
Together with the curvelet approach (that shares some of its properties) the shearlet representation is the only method known to provide optimally sparse representations for images with edges (Guo and Labate, 2007) , so that it can capture most efficiently edges and other landmark in images. These properties go far beyond the basic capabilities of PCA and their variants as well as conventional multiscale methods.
The other main novelty of our approach is the way we use the features extracted to learn from the data. The method that we use is a refinement of multi-task learning MTL, originally proposed by Caruana (Caruana, 1997) . MTL attempts to learn classifiers for multiple tasks jointly and works under the assumption that all tasks should share some common features. In our algorithm, we use this idea to exploit the relationships among multiple shared stages of our recognition algorithm in such a way to obtain more robust recognition.
Thus, by combining the power of the sparse shearlet representation together with our refined version of multitask learning, we introduce an improved framework for robust face recognition that we call Sparse MultiRegularized Shearlet Network (SMRSN). This method includes a multi-regularization step inspired from multistage convex relaxation to upgrade from a non-convex optimization to a convex relaxation. As part of this work, we have extensively tested the performance of our FR algorithm under challenging uncontrolled conditions (i.e., changes of pose and illumination, and single-subject-per-person) and compared it against other standard and state-of-the-art algorithms. As we will show below, the performance of our method is outstanding.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe the related work on regularization theory and MTL. In Sec. 3, we provide the necessary background on shearlets. In Sec. 4, we present the proposed Sparse Multi-Regularized Shearlet Network (SMRSN) algorithm. In Sec. 5, we present extensive numerical experiments to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm and compare it against standard and state-ofthe-art methods. In Sec. 6, we have concluding remarks.
II.
RELATED WORK
Face recognition has been an active field of research for more than two decades and many approaches have been proposed. Among the most classical and representative methods, we recall Eigenface (Turk and Pentland, 1991) , Fisherface (Belhumeur et al., 1997) and SVM (Heisele et al., 2001 ). As we mentioned above, the focus of current research is the development of improved FR algorithms that are highly efficient also in uncontrolled 3 environments. One of the most successful contributions appeared in recent years is the algorithm proposed by (Wright et al., 2009) , that applies a sparse coding technique to FR called Sparse Representation-based Classification (SRC). By coding a test (or query) image as a sparse linear combination of all the training samples, SRC classifies the image by evaluating which class could result in the minimal reconstruction error.
One of the remarkable properties of this approach is its robustness to face occlusion and corruption which is due in part to the sparsity constraint applied on the coding coefficients. Following this idea, several variants of SRC have been proposed, such as the Regularized Robust Coding (RRC) by Yang et al., 2013) , that aims to reduce the computational cost of SRC and improve robustness. Its main idea consists in using a linear regression approach with regularized regression coefficients where, by assuming that the coding residual and the coding coefficient are respectively independent and identically distributed, RRC seeks for a maximum a posterior solution of the coding problem. The approach that we adopt in this paper follows the general idea of RRC. Also in our method, that we will describe in the Section IV, after encoding the image information using the shearlet framework, we will represent faces as sparse linear combinations of the training faces to achieve a classification. In addition to taking advantage of shearlets to efficiently encode the geometric information of images, the main difference of our approach with respect to RRC, is that we use a more sophisticated regularization approach for classification, which is inspired by ideas from Multi-Task-Learning.
Recall that, among the classification methods recently remerged in the machine learning literature, MultiTask Learning (MTL) has been especially successful due to its remarkable performance. MTL aims to learn classifiers for multiple tasks jointly and works under the assumption that different tasks should share some common features. Many variants of MTL were proposed, including the multi-stage multi-task feature learning (MSMTFL) recently introduced by (Gong et al., 2013) , who defines a non-convex formulation for multi-task feature learning based on a novel non-convex regularization, called capped-1 , 1 regularized model for multitask feature learning. This approach aims to simultaneously learn the features specific to each task as well as the common features shared among tasks. A variant of this approach was proposed by Zhang, 2012 ) whose main novelty is a multi-stage convex relaxation scheme for solving problems with non-convex objective functions. Despite its success, very few publications have attempted to study the FR problem using MTL. One notable contribution in this direction is the work of (Wang et al., 2009) , that presents a modified multi-task learning (MTL) framework, called boosted MTL, for face verification with limited training data. This algorithm learns classifiers for multiple persons by sharing a few boosting classifiers in order to avoid overfitting. In our algorithm, we will adopt a refined version of MTL that uses a multi-task regularization to update the residual at every stage and a more effective approach to share classifiers. This improvement will be discussed in detail in Sec. IV.
III. SHEARLET
The shearlet transform, introduced by one of the authors and his collaborators (Labate et al., 2005) , is a multiscale framework for image analysis that is especially designed to represent information not only across several scales and locations, as the conventional wavelet transform, but also across several orientations, in such a way that it can more efficiently encode geometric features such edges and other landmarks in images. The analyzing shearlet functions are scaled using a combination of shear matrices s B , 
It follows that the shearlet filters are highly anisotropic and can be oriented along any directions as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Thanks to these properties, the shearlet transform has the ability to detect very efficiently the geometry of edges and other elongated features that usually constitute the dominating landmarks in many types of images, most notably face images. Related to this, shearlets provide optimally sparse approximation properties for the class of cartoon-like images, a simplified model of natural images, outperforming conventional wavelets and other traditional methods (Guo and Labate, 2007) . The properties of shearlets have been already successfully employed in a number of image processing application, including denoising, edge detection and feature extraction (Easley and Labate, 2012 and Easley et al., 2014 and Yi et al., 2009 . It is therefore natural to take advantage of the properties of shearlets as part of our face recognition approach.
IV. SPARSE MULTI-REGULARIZED SHEARLET NETWORK (SMRSN)
In this section, we describe our novel method for face recognition that we call Sparse Multi-Regularized Shearlet Network (SMRSN).
In a nutshell, our SMRSN scheme for FR is defined as a cascade of a feature extraction module, taking advantage of the shearlet transform, followed by a recognition module. The architecture of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . The figure shows that an image is fed into a Shearlet Network (SN) and this generates a collection of features associated with a range of locations, scales and orientation; next, a regularization routine is applied to handle to task of recognition. Let us describe each module in detail. 
A. Multi-Stage Regularization-based Convex Relaxation approach
We will model the FR problem using the statistical framework called Subset Selection (or 0 L regularization) (Zhang, 2012) . This method consists in solving the following constrained optimization problem:
where y is an 1 n matrix representing a normalized test face and X is an nd  matrix representing a gallery of faces and  is a tuning parameter. In other words, FR is handled as a multivariable regression problem from sparse data. This is an ill-posed problem and a classical way to solve it is by using a regularization approach where, rather than looking for an exact solution, we look for an approximate one (Bertero, 1986 and Bertero et al., 1988) . A very popular and effective regularization method is the so-called Lasso approach (Tibshirani et al., 1996) , defined as the minimization: L regularization, where  is a parameter (associated with a thresholding operation). While this approach can be very powerful, it is a non-convex formulation and, thus, it does not guarantee the existence of a global optimal solution . Fortunately, the non-convexity can be addressed by using convex relaxation, so that we can ensure the uniqueness of the solution. In this paper we adopt a method of multi-stage convex relaxation The next section describes the feature extraction step using the shearlet network.
B. SN for Features Extraction
Our SMRSN algorithm is initialized by training a shearlet network (SN) (Borgi et al., 2013) to model the faces. This scheme is shown in Fig. 3 and summarized as follows. The Gallery faces are mapped into a set of biometric signature that we compute using the shearlet transform. This mapping results in a significant dimensionality reduction, since the biometric signatures are very compact thanks to the sparse approximation properties of the shearlet representation. Similarly, the test (Probe) faces are projected on the shearlet network of the Gallery face and new weights specific to this face are produced. Note that the family of shearlets remains unchanged (this is the Gallery face). Recall that the shearlet basis is a tight frame, meaning that, for any image in the space of square integrable functions, we have a self-dual reproducing formula. In particular, in our setting, we can represent or synthetize any reconstructed face f according to the formula , ,
where f is the unknown face image, ,, j l k  are the shearlet basis functions and i w are appropriate weights. Similar to the wavelet network (Said et al., 2009) , the Shearlet Network is a combination of a RBF neural network and the shearlet decomposition. During the optimization stage, each shearlet coefficient from the library is processed through the hidden layer of the network. The calculation of the weights connection in every stage is obtained by projecting the signal to be analyzed into the shearlet basis. Since shearlets form a tight frame, we don't need to use the dual functions. Figure 4 shows the SN architecture. In our approach, the mother shearlet used to construct the tight frame of shearlets   
We have shown (Ben Amar et al., 2005 ) that all derivatives of beta function are admissible wavelets. We can easily generate different mother shearlets by simply modifying beta function parameters (x 0 ,x 1 ,q,p). Below we summarize the algorithm of SN training: 
4.
If the number of shearlets is reached, the learning stops; otherwise another shearlet is selected and we return to 2.
C. SMRSN Algorithm
As indicated in Sec. III.A., the problem stated by the formula (2) is non-convex but the problem can be relaxed by applying the multi-stage convex optimization (5). The explicit method that we use in this paper to find the optimal solution of the recognition step is organized as follows. (Hastie et al., 2003) . This is defined as Below we summarize our SMRSN algorithm. As above, where X represents the reconstructed gallery faces after extraction of the features by training SN, y is the reconstruct test face with the features extracted after projection of the real test face on the tight frame of shearlets produced by the gallery faces. 
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Our choice for the weight is 
E. Why the choice of the logistic function?
Our goal consists formally in classifying a test sample y (column vector) For the comparisons, we have used the codes provided by the authors. Regarding CRC and MetaFace (Yang et al., 2010) , there is a dimensionality reduction step to set. In this case, we have determined the parameters that give the highest recognition accuracy.
A. Controlled Environment: AR, ORL, GT and FEI Databases
As a first group of experiments, we have tested FR in controlled environment.
The AR dataset contains 50 males and 50 females where faces contain only illumination and expression changes (Martinez, 1998) . For each subject, we have randomly selected seven images from Session 1 for training, and other seven images from Session 2 for testing. The face images were resized to 32×27.
The ORL database contains 10 different images of each of 40 distinct subjects (400 images). For some subjects, the images were taken at different times, varying the lighting, facial expressions and facial details (glasses/no glasses). For each subject, we have randomly selected five images for training and other five images for testing. The face images were resized to 32×27. Some samples from the AR and ORL databases are shown in The recognition accuracy on the AR and ORL database is reported in Table I . Our method (SMRSN) has the best score, showing a significant improvement in FR rate compared with the other methods considered. The Georgia Tech (GT) Face Database contains 750 color images of 50 subjects (15 images per subject), as shown in Fig. 9 . These images have large variations in pose and expression and some illumination changes.
Images were converted to gray scale and cropped and resized to 27×18 for the first test and 32×27 for the second one. The first eight images of all subjects were used in the training (400 images) and the remaining seven images for testing (350 images). The testing results are reported in Table II . Also in this case, on images with large variations in pose and expression and some illumination changes, Table II shows our SMRSN approach outperforms all other methods considered. female subjects are exactly the same and equal to 100. Figure 6 shows some examples of image variations from the FEI face database of one subject. In our test, we have used the first nine images of all subjects for training (1800 images) and the remaining five images for testing (1000 images). The images were cropped and resized to 27×18 for the first experiment and resized to 32×27 for the second. Using this protocol with FEI database, the data reported in Table III show that SMRSN gives the second best performance with size 27×18 after Metaface (Yang et al., 2010) , but achieves the best performance with 32×27 size. 
B. Lab2 Database
As a second group of experiments, we have tested FR under different illumination conditions. The Lab2 database (Xu et al., 2011) contains visible light images and near-infrared images of 50 subjects.
Each subject provides twenty visible light face images (1000 images) and the same number of near-infrared face images. These images were acquired under four different illumination conditions (4 sessions). The face images also have variation in facial expression and pose. We have randomly selected 5~15 samples from the first three sessions for training and 5 samples from the fourth session for test. The face images were resized to 32×27. The recognition accuracy of near-infrared faces is reported in Table IV . Our SMRSN method shows superior performance with respect to all the other methods considered using 5, 10 and 15 images. Similarly in Table V , showing the recognition accuracy of visible light faces, we can see SMRSN achieves the highest recognition rate on all three tests (5, 10, 15 images) and outperforms the other methods considered. 
C. Uncontrolled Environment: LFW Database
As a third group of experiments, we have tested FR in uncontrolled environment.
The LFW database (Huang et al., 2007) contains images of 5,749 different individuals in uncontrolled environment (see samples in Fig. 13 ). LFW-a is a version of LFW after alignment using commercial face alignment software (Wolf et al., 2010) . We obtain a dataset with 158 subjects from LFW-a. For each subject, we have randomly selected 2~5 samples for training and another 2 samples for test. The images were firstly cropped to 121×121 and then resized to 32×32 (Zhu et al., 2012). The FR rates on the LFW dataset are reported in Table VI . Also in this case, the result shows that SMRSN outperforms the other methods for all tests (2, 3, 4 and 5 images); there is only one instance where RKR achieves the same performance as SMRSN. In this fourth group of experiments, in addition to computing of the recognition accuracy, we also plot the Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves for our SMRSN side-by-side with other state-of-the-art methods.
Here we use the FERET, FRGC v1 and FEI databases.
The FERET dataset contains a large number of subjects (single image per subject) in the gallery and probe sets with differences in illumination, facial expression variations and aging effects (Phillips et al., 2000) . The frontal faces in the FERET database are divided into five sets, including the subsets fa, consisting of 1196 images, used as gallery set containing one image per person and fb, consisting of 1195 images, taken with different expressions. For our SSPP experiments, we have randomly selected 100~200 images from fa for training and randomly selected 100~200 images from fb for testing. The images were resized to 32×27. The FR rates on the FERET dataset are reported in Table VII From the FEI face database, we selected the frontal image number twelve with facial expression for training (200 images) and the image number fourteen with illumination (200 images) for testing in order to assess the impact of illumination and expression changes on the recognition. The images were cropped and resized to 27×18
for the first experiment and resized to 32×27 for the second. Also in this case, the data reported in Table IX show that SMRSN achieves the best performance. The corresponsing ROC curves are show in Fig. 16 . 
E. Runing Time
We have compared the average running time of all methods we have considered using SSPP based FR experiments. For all our numerical tests, we have used Matlab version 7.0.1 with Intel core 2 duo 2.10 GHz CPU and with 2.87G RAM. Note that, in practical applications, training is usually an offline stage while recognition is usually an online step. Thus, we decided to only report the values of the recognition time in Table X. The table shows that the algorithms RKR (Yang et al., 2012) and CRC Network (SMRSN). Our approach uses two innovative ideas to improve the recognition rate and execution time of face recognition system even under uncontrolled conditions. First, we take advantage of the sparse representation properties of shearlets through a Shearlet Network (SN). SN is applied to extract the geometric features from an image in order to encode the facial geometry. The advantage of the shearlet approach, with respect to more traditional ideas (e.g., PCA, wavelets), lies in the highly sparse representation properties of shearlets that have a unique ability to sparsely encode the essential geometric content of the image. Second, we use a refined version of the multi-task learning framework to exploit the relationship among the multiple shared stages generated by changing the regularization parameter. This module uses regularization theory to control the trade-off between the fidelity to the data (gallery faces) and the smoothness of the solution (probe or test faces). At every stage of our optimization stage we use a new value of regularization parameter and the weight generated by the previous stage to share the features. We have conducted extensive numerical tests, under controlled and uncontrolled conditions, as well as in the single-sample-per-person setting, and we have compared our method against a number of standard and state-of-the-art-method. The numerical results show that our method provides outstanding recognition rates, consistently outperforming all the competing methods we have considered. We attribute the improved performance of our method to: (i) the properties of our SN stage, since it produces features that are robust with respect to moderate distortions of the image, ensuring robust recognition even with (moderate) changes in pose and illumination of the face; (ii) the application of a refined multi-task learning strategy that allow us to exploit the relationships among multiple shared stages of our recognition algorithm in such a way to obtain more robust recognition. Our innovative approach provides a significant contribution towards the development of a new generation of face recognition systems for applications in areas including law enforcement and surveillance systems where images occur with variations in pose, illumination and facial expression.
Based on the findings of this paper, we can identify a number of promising extensions and improvements of our work that will further impact the development of improved face recognition systems. Several improvements can be achieved by incorporating stronger geometric invariances into our feature extraction stage. In particular, one drawback of our current approach is that it may not perform well if images are rotated. This limitation can be addressed by modifying the SN framework in such a way to extract rotation-invariant features. Invariances with respect to other types of distortions can also be useful to obtain robustness to ageing effects. In this case, we expect that it will be possible to take advantage of the properties of the shearlet representation to create features that are robust with respect to diffeomorphic distortions, e.g., those smooth distortions that are frequently associated with ageing effect. Concerning the wider applicability of our method, we expect that the ideas developed in this paper have potential applicability to other problems, most notably the recognition of facial expressions. The hallmark of every facial expression system is accuracy and current systems are hampered by the same limitation of FR systems that have motivated our approach. Thanks to the ability to extract and process the essential facial landmarks, we expect that a combination of SN and an appropriate version of multi-task learning, similar to the one we have developed in this paper, will perform very competitively for facial expression recognition. This will be part of our future work.
